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Introduction
Chinese does not have overt tense marking in morphology to systematically distinguish finiteness from nonfiniteness. However, it is claimed in the literature (Huang 1998 (Huang [1992 (Huang ], 1984 (Huang , 1987 (Huang , 1989 Y.-H. A. Li 1985 Y.-H. A. Li , 1990 C.-C. Tang 1990; T.-C. Tang 2000) that such a distinction, though covert, does exist in the language since an adequate explanation of some syntactic phenomena would not be achieved if such a distinction is not assumed.2 The linguists following this line of research argue that the overt morphological marking is not the only way to identify finiteness in a language and that such a distinction in fact can be maintained in Chinese if one assumes that Chinese uses some covert syntactic mechanism to make an implicit distinction. According to their analyses, finiteness, but not nonfiniteness, creates barriers to certain syntactic processes and relations, and the claimed distinction can be further manifested in the distribution of overt NPs and empty categories. Although some other linguists ( Xu 1985 ( Xu -1986 ( Xu , 1986 ( Xu , 1994 Y. Huang 1994 Y. Huang , 1995 present substantial evidence to show that this assumption is not reliable, many recent generative studies on the syntax of Chinese still take this assumption as a basic fact (see, e.g., Huang forthcoming; Ernst 1994; Gasde and Paul 1996; Ting 1998; Liu 1999) . Therefore, it becomes necessary for us to further explore the nature of such a finite vs. nonfinite distinction and investigate whether the assumption is valid. After presenting arguments to show that Chinese fails to meet the general conditions on the finite vs. nonfinite distinction, this paper makes a careful study of all the ad hoc criteria devised so far to support the implicit finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese, finds that none of them is tenable, and thus concludes that the claimed finite vs. nonfinite distinction does not exist in Chinese.
The tensedness parameter
According to traditional grammar, the general opposition in finiteness is manifested by verbal morphology: finite verbs are inflected for person, number, mood, or tense, while nonfinite verbs are not marked for these categories. If Chinese is viewed from the perspective of traditional grammar, of course, there is no such distinction between finiteness and nonfiniteness since there is no morphological marking on verb forms in Chinese. Within the framework of generative grammar, the finite vs. nonfiniteness distinction is determined by the values that the elements of INFL(ection) take. INFL can be decomposed into two elements: ±Tense and ±AGR(eement). Finite clauses are realized by [+Tense] and [+AGR] , whereas nonfinite clauses are characterized as [−Tense] and [−AGR]. It is obvious that Chinese does not have AGR (Huang 1998 (Huang [1982 Li (1985) claims that the distinction between finiteness and nonfiniteness in Chinese is determined by the existence of tense in INFL: nonfinite clauses do not have tense in INFL but finite clauses do. This claim amounts to saying that Chinese is a tensed language. But it is well known that Chinese is a nontensed language since there is no morphological marking of a past/nonpast distinction in the language. According to Stassen (1997: 350-351) , a typological distinction between tensed and nontensed languages can be made on the basis of a tensedness parameter:
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(1) The definition of the tensedness parameter a. If a language has a grammatical category of tense, which (i) is morphologically bound on verbs, and (ii) minimally involves a distinction between past and nonpast time reference, then that language is tensed. b. In all other cases, a language is nontensed.
As (1) stipulates, a necessary condition on a tensed language is that tense must be a grammaticalized category. That is to say, a tensed language should have ''grammaticalised location in time'' (Comrie 1985: 9) . Different languages might have different ways to encode the concept of location in time, such as ''temporal adverbs or adverbial phrases, auxiliaries, particles, and morphological markings'' (Stassen 1997: 351) , but only the formal devices that have been integrated into the grammatical system can be said to be grammaticalized as a category of tense, ''instead of merely having a lexical codification'' (Stassen 1997: 351) . Although there is no complete consensus in the literature as to what constitutes a grammatical category of tense, many linguists (Comrie 1985; Dahl 1985; Bybee and Dahl 1989) seem to agree that at least one indispensable feature of the grammaticalized category of tense is its obligatoriness. Thus, in a tensed language the grammatical category of tense should be present in any sentence of the language, regardless of the pragmatic or contextual factors in the sentence. Stassen (1997) further argues that in a tensed language, the obligatory tense marking must be realized not by means of auxiliaries or particles, but by means of bound morphology on verbs, and tensed languages must meet the PAST CONDITION, which stipulates that a tensed language should have a verbal form exclusively referring to past time. Any language that fails to meet this PAST CONDITION will be classified as a nontensed language. For example, Burmese makes a future-nonfuture distinction but does not employ any verbal form referring to a unique past time and must therefore be classified as a nontensed language. The reason that Stassen (1997) introduces this restrictive PAST CONDITION into the identification of tensed languages is that the concept of future tense is problematic and ''the future does not belong to the same grammatical category as the present and past'' (Bybee 1985: 157) since future is more often found to be expressed periphrastically than other tenses, and furthermore, the form of future is less often used obligatorily than the past-tense form if a language has a future form (Stassen 1997: 355) . Stassen (1997) points out that, in many languages, such as Dutch and Finnish, the so-called present tense may be freely employed to refer to future time even though these languages have a (periphrastic) form explicitly referring to the future. This peculiar property of future-time expressions may be derived from the fact that in quite a few unrelated languages future-time markers have their origin in modal constructions. According to Stassen (1997) , the basic function of future-time expressions is to express an essentially modal notion of nonactuality or possibility. Therefore, it is questionable whether future time expressions can be said to constitute a tense category (Stassen 1997: 356) . From the above discussion, we can see two points clearly: one is that a tensed language must have a grammaticalized tense marking realized by means of bound morphology on verbs; the other is that a tensed language must meet the PAST CONDITION, and the so-called future tense marking cannot be used to identify a tensed language. However, if we apply the above general tensedness condition to Chinese, Chinese can only be classified as a nontensed language, since Chinese neither has a grammaticalized category of tense, nor minimally meets the PAST CONDITION.
Another criterion that Stassen (1997: 357) postulates to identify tensedness from nontensedness is the tensedness universals of adjective encoding:
(2) The tensedness universals of adjective encoding a. If a language is tensed, it will have nouny adjectives. If a language has nouny adjectives, it will be tensed. b. If a language is nontensed, it will have verby adjectives.
If a language has verby adjectives, it will be nontensed.
It is well known that the predicative adjectives in Chinese side with verbs (Li and Thompson 1981) , and, coupling this fact with the verbal system of Chinese where there is no obligatory morphological marking of a past/nonpast distinction, we can conclude that Chinese is a nontensed language. We adopt Stassen's (1997) criteria to distinguish tensed languages from nontensed languages because his approach is model-neutral. He has taken care to state his findings ''in terms which are largely uncontroversial, and which belong to the common stock of traditional grammar'' (Stassen 1997: vii) . We want to show that, if we work within the framework of traditional grammar, we can only conclude that tense is not a grammaticalized category in Chinese.
Although Chinese fails to meet the general conditions on tensedness and agreement and thus should be classified as a nontensed language, it is still argued in the literature that there is an implicit distinction between finiteness and nonfiniteness in Chinese, and some special criteria are proposed to test the existence of the distinction in Chinese. In this paper we will carefully examine all these criteria and argue that even the devices specially designed for Chinese fail to make a distinction between finiteness and nonfiniteness in Chinese.
3. Aspectual markers, modals, and tense markers 3.1. Aspectual markers and modals as AUX Huang (1998 Huang ( [1982 Huang ( ], 1984 Huang ( , 1987 Huang ( , 1989 argues that, although tense and agreement are not systematically marked in Chinese, there are still ways to make a distinction between finite and nonfinite clauses in the language. He states that different languages may have different ways to distinguish finiteness from nonfiniteness, and in Chinese the distinction can be made on the basis of the potential occurrence of the modal or aspectual elements of the AUX category. He further claims that, since Chinese uses AUX to encode finiteness, the occurrence of a lexical subject in the language is systematically licensed by an AUX even though AUX may not always have its overt realization. According to Huang, there are mainly two types of verbs in Chinese: one including verbs like shuo 'say' and xiangxin 'believe', which can be followed by finite clauses, and the other including the so-called ''control verbs'' like zhunbei 'prepare', shefa 'try', quan 'persuade', and bi 'force', which can only be followed by nonfinite clauses.3 On the basis of this assumption, Huang claims that only a finite clause can have a lexical subject since a lexical subject must be licensed by the finiteness of a sentence. A natural result that follows from this analysis is that nonfinite clauses are not allowed to have lexical subjects since there is no AUX in such clauses to formally license the occurrences of lexical subjects.
According to Huang (1998 Huang ( [1982 ), PROs can occur in the following sentences since they are the subjects of nonfinite clauses.
(3) (Huang 1998 (Huang [1982 The embedded clauses in (3a) and (3b) are nonfinite because none of them can take modals like hui 'will. ' Huang (1988 ' Huang ( [1982 : 248) claims that nonfinite clauses cannot take modals even though there is no semantic incompatibility in the use of future modality, as demonstrated in (4): (4) *wo zhunbei [PRO mingtian hui lai ] I prepare tomorrow will come Furthermore, the aspectual marker you is not allowed to cooccur with the nonfinite predicate, either (Huang 1998 (Huang [1982 However, Xu (1985 Xu ( -1986 Xu ( , 1994 ) disagrees with Huang and claims that the ungrammaticality of (4) does not originate from the nonfinite status of the embedded clause but from the semantic incompatibility between the modality of uncertain possibility and a planned event, since hui in Chinese denotes not only futurity, but also possibility and uncertainty. Even in English such a semantic incompatibility can turn a sentence ungrammatical, as exemplified by (6) below ( Xu 1985 ( Xu -1986 (6) *I plan to possibly come tomorrow.
Since the modality of the expression possibly is incompatible with the semantics of the verb plan, the unacceptability of (6) is expected. Xu further argues that the ungrammaticality of (5) also results from semantic incompatibility. According to him, the expression mei you is used to negate a previous action or state and is thus semantically incompatible with the proposition introduced by the verb quan, since one cannot persuade somebody not to have done something in the past. This restriction is also observed in English ( Xu 1985 ( Xu -1986 ):
(7) *I try to persuade John not to have bought this book Furthermore, it is also noted that not all AUXs are excluded in the embedded clauses of the so-called ''control verbs'' ( Y. Li 1985; Xu 1985 Xu -1986 Xu , 1994 . The following sentences are provided by Y. Li (1985) : (8) a. wo zhunbei mingtian yao canjia yige hui I plan tomorrow will attend a meeting 'I plan to attend a meeting tomorrow.' b. wo quan ta chi le zhe wan fan I persuade he eat ASP this bowl rice 'I persuade him to finish eating this bowl of rice.' Each of the two embedded clauses contains an AUX: a modal verb for (8a) and an aspectual marker for (8b), but both are acceptable, contra Huang's prediction.
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Modals as tense markers
While realizing that it is not reliable to use modals to distinguish finiteness from nonfiniteness,5 Y.-H. A. Li (1985 claims that the distinction does not lie in the potential occurrence of modals in general, but in the possible occurrence of only those modals that have become tense markers, and that it is the distribution of tense markers that reveals the difference between finiteness and nonfiniteness ( Y.-H. A. Li 1990: 21) . Adopting Tsang's (1981) (10a) is set in contrast with (9a), and (10b) is from Xu (1994: 324) . From the above examples, we can see that the relevant sentences will be acceptable if the modal used is yao instead of hui. Then, why is the sentence acceptable when hui is replaced by yao? Although Y.-H. A. Li's future tense markers include yao,6 one might also argue that yao is not a tense marker but just a modal, and that hui is the only tense marker.7 However, we argue that both hui and yao can express futurity. The argument that only hui expresses futurity is not based on conceptual basis, but on distributional basis, and is thus circular in nature since the definition of hui as a future tense marker is determined by the existence of nonfiniteness and conversely, the existence of nonfiniteness relies on hui as a future tense marker. We argue that in Chinese futurity is typically modality and thus hui expresses as much modality as does yao. To choose the former as a pure future tense marker and exclude the latter is an arbitrary stipulation and therefore has no explanatory power. Following Xu (1994: 323) , we argue that the unacceptability of (9a) does not result from the occurrence of a tense marker in a so-called nonfinite clause but from semantic incompatibility. Both hui and yao are modals denoting futurity, but they have differences in meaning when used to denote future. Hui is used to denote an objective futurity or possibility, but yao is used to denote a subjective futurity and possibility ( Xu 1994: 323) . (9a) is unacceptable because it is hard to imagine how it is possible to persuade or force a person to come without his knowing that he will come or without his own activation of the action of his coming. If one persuades or forces a person to come, one expects his persuasion and forcing will produce an effect upon the person being persuaded or forced so as to make him accept his persuasion or forcing and carry out the action of coming. The difference between these two modals can be further demonstrated by the following two sentences:
(11) a. Zhangsan hui lai Zhangsan possible come 'It is possible that Zhangsan will come.' b. Zhangsan yao lai Zhangsan will come 'Zhangsan will come.'
In (11a) hui is used to denote an objective possibility while in (11b) yao is used to denote a subjective possibility. Thus, it is possible that the event of Zhangsan's coming is still in an inactive state when hui is used since the use of hui shows that the speaker is not sure whether and when the event of coming will occur though he assumes there is a possibility. Nevertheless, when yao is used, it is expected that the event of Zhangsan's coming is activated and is about to occur.8 Up to now, we can see clearly that hui is often associated with an objective possibility and uncertainty of some event in the future, while yao is often associated with some subjective possibility and certainty in the future. Another important argument against Y.-H. A. Li's analysis comes from our discussion of TENSE in section two. If future-time expressions do not constitute a tense category in any language, Y.-H. A. Li's hypothesis that the modal verb hui in Chinese has become a future tense marker may not be tenable. Anyone who wants to make this hypothesis viable should at least produce some evidence to show why the future-
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time expression in Chinese is so special that only it can become a grammaticalized tense category.
The cooccurrence constraint and the licensing of negative polarity items
Y.-H. A. Li (1985 argues that the difference between finiteness and nonfiniteness in Chinese can be further evidenced by certain syntactic relations and processes such as the cooccurrence relation between certain time adverbials and aspectual markers, the licensing of negative polarity items by negation, and the realization of aspect ( Y. claims that the time adverbial congqian 'before' must occur with the aspectual marker guo indicating 'experience, having done something in the past', and their cooccurrence is constrained by the sameclause condition. (12a) is grammatical since congqian and guo occur in the same clause and the ungrammaticality of (12b) results from the violation of the same-clause condition because congqian and guo appear in different clauses. Although congqian and guo occur in different clauses in (12c), the sentence is acceptable. According to Y.-H. A. Li, the acceptability of(12c) can be accounted for if we assume that the aspectual marker guo in (12c) is not interpreted as part of the embedded clause but as part of the matrix clause. Then one may ask why the aspectual marker in (12c) but not that in (12b) can be construed with the matrix verb. Y.-H. A. Li derives the answer from the finite vs. nonfinite distinction. Only finite clauses constitute barriers and will thus block the association between congqian and guo. Since only the embedded clause in (12c) is a nonfinite clause, only (12c) allows the association between congqian and guo. Y.-H. A. Li hypothesizes that in (12c) guo should be interpreted as an aspectual marker of the matrix V, and the fact that guo is situated in the embedded clause in overt syntax can be explained by an aspectlowering rule that moves the aspectual marker from the matrix verb to the embedded clause (see also Huang [1989] , who makes the same claim that such aspectual markers are better construed with the matrix verb).
However, this claim is contra the intuition of native speakers. Xu (1985 Xu ( -1986 Xu ( , 1994 points out that different interpretations will be derived when guo is situated in the predicates of different clauses. According to Xu's and many other native speakers' intuition, the following two sentences are semantically different: (13) The contrast can be demonstrated clearly by Xu's (1985 Xu's ( -1986 examples:
(14) a. wo qing guo ta chi fan, keshi ta mei lai but he not come 'I invited him to have dinner, but he did not come.' b. *wo qing ta chi guo fan, keshi ta mei lai Sentences like (14b) run against Y.-H. A. claim that, although guo is situated in the embedded clause in (12c), it does not necessarily mean that the event denoted by the embedded clause has actually happened, and it denotes only that the act of qing 'invite' has happened before, without specifying whether the act was successful or not. Y. Huang (1994) also points out that it is possible for both the matrix and the embedded clauses to take an aspectual marker. The following example is taken from Y. Huang (1995: 29) (16a) and (16b) the embedded clauses will be defined as finite clauses because the matrix verbs are tell-type verbs, which subcategorize for a finite clause, and the embedded clauses have overt subjects, which can only occur in finite clauses, so guo should not cooccur with congqian across a finite-clause boundary. However, the grammaticality of the above sentences shows that a cooccurrence relationship can be well established between congqian and guo even though they are separated by a finite-clause boundary. Besides, Y.-H. A. Li (1990: 18) claims that the occurrence of congqian must be licensed by guo, as illustrated below:
(17) *wo congqian qing/gaosu Zhangsan I before invite/tell Zhangsan According to Y.-H. A. , (17) is ungrammatical because congqian and guo are not clausemates. However, this account is problematic. In the following sentence, congqian can be used without guo:
(18) wo congqian chi hun, xianzai chi su I before eat meat now eat vegetable 'I ate meat dish before but eat vegetable dish now.'
In fact we have found in the corpus9 many examples in which congqian can be used without guo, as shown below:
(19) a. wo congqian yizhi yiwei ziji shi re'ai xuexi de I before always think self is love study SFM 'I used to think before that I am a person who loves study.' b. wo congqian ting shifu shuo, zhe xinjing de wo before hear master say this heart-sutra MM neigong xu er ren tong lian internal-power must two persons together practice 'I heard from my master before that this kind of internal power based on heart-sutra must be practiced by two persons together.'
In the above sentences, congqian occurs without guo, but none of them is unacceptable. The above facts show that Y.-H. A. Li's same-clauseconstraint test for congqian is untenable.10
Another criterion used by Y.-H. A. Li to distinguish finiteness from nonfiniteness is whether a negation marker can license a negative polarity item. According to her, such a licensing process must also obey the samefinite-clause constraint, as illustrated below: Li 1990: 21) a. *wo meiyou gaosu guo ta ni zuo renhe shiqing I not-have tell ASP him you do any thing 'I have not told him you did anything.' b. wo meiyou quan guo ta qu zuo renhe shiqing I not-have persuade ASP him go do any thing 'I have never tried to persuade him to do anything.'
In (20a) the negation marker meiyou fails to license the negative polarity item renhe since renhe and meiyou appear in two different finite clauses and thus the sentence is ungrammatical. However, in (20b), though meiyou and renhe also occur in two different clauses, yet the embedded clause containing renhe is a nonfinite clause, which does not constitute a barrier to the licensing of renhe by a negation marker, and thus the sentence is acceptable.
However, the unacceptablity of (20a) In (21) both the bracketed embedded clauses are finite clauses according to Huang and Y.-H. A. Li since tingshuo is a tell-type verb that can select a finite clause with an overt subject, but there is no problem for meiyou to license renhe across a finite-clause boundary, and all the sentences are grammatical.
In fact, the unacceptability of (20a) does not result from the so-called finite-clause boundary, but from some other factors. Even in English, a language where there is a clear distinction between finiteness and nonfiniteness, the negative-polarity item any, a counterpart of renhe in Chinese, can be licensed across a finite-clause boundary. That is why Y.-H. A. Li does not star the English translation of (20a). But it has the same problem as its Chinese counterpart in not making sense. We can improve the acceptability of (20a) if we insert an aspect marker guo or a modal denoting futurity into the embedded predicate where renhe occurs: (22) We believe that at least the latter is true.
Null subjects and PRO
Relating to the distinction between finiteness and nonfiniteness, Huang (1998 Huang ( [1982 Huang ( ], 1984 Huang ( , 1987 Huang ( , 1989 , Y.-H. A. Li (1985 , C.-C. Tang (1990) , Ernst (1994) , and T.-C. Tang (2000) argue that there is a difference between the subject position of a finite clause and that of a nonfinite clause as regards case. Following Chomsky (1981) , they assume that the subject position of a nonfinite clause is an ungoverned position and therefore a lexical NP occurring in such a position is caseless, thus accounting for the obligatory null status of such a position in Chinese, since a caseless lexical NP will violate the case theory.12 It is noted that in some constructions a lexical subject can occur in the subject position of an English infinitival clause, but it is assumed that the subject NP of a nonfinite clause in English is not assigned case by INFL (=AUX ) but by the preposition for or by the upstair verb: (24) In (24a) him is assigned case by the preposition for and if there is not such a preposition, the sentence will be ungrammatical since in that case him will not be governed and case-marked, thus violating the case filter.
(24b) is an exceptional case-marking construction in which the infinitival subject John is governed and case-marked by the matrix exceptional casemarking verb believe. Turning to Chinese, Y.-H. A. Li (1985 argues that no lexical NPs are allowed to occur in the subject position of nonfinite clauses due to the fact that Chinese neither has a casemarking preposition like the English for nor has an exceptional casemarking verb like believe (cf. Huang 1998 Huang [1982 Huang ], 1984 Huang , 1989 Ernst 1994) . Therefore, Huang (1998 Huang ( [1982 Huang ( ], 1984 Huang ( , 1989 , Y.-H. A. Li (1985 , and Ernst (1994) all argue that in the absence of case assigners no lexical subjects can occur in the subject position of nonfinite constructions under their definition. Now, consider the following examples:
(25) (Huang 1998 (Huang [1982 (Huang 1989: 190) a. In the above sentences, the subject position of clauses embedded under the so-called control verbs or persuade-type verbs must all be obligatorily null, in contrast with the subject position of clauses embedded under the tell-type verbs. Since the restriction imposed on the so-called control structures does not apply to the structures involving tell-type verbs, Finite vs. nonfinite in Chinese 1131 Huang (1989: 190) concludes that there is a correlation between the existence of AUX and the possibility of having a lexical subject. He claims that the following generalization holds in Chinese:
(29) If the subject is obligatorily null, then the clause cannot contain an element of AUX.
According to Huang (1989) , if a clause contains an element of AUX, then the subject position can be either lexicalized or optionally null. Assuming Chomsky's (1981) typology of empty categories, one can hypothesize that the obligatorily null element occurring in the subject position of the control structure is a PRO since only PRO can occur in an ungoverned position according to the PRO theorem. It seems that the unlexicalizable status of the subject position of the control structure constitutes a very strong argument for the existence of nonfinite clauses in Chinese since the occurrence of PRO in such positions can be predicted by the theory as a result of the interaction between the extended-projection principle and the PRO theorem. Therefore, we seem to have no choice but to admit that there is at least some theory-internal requirement for the existence of the finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese. However, it is still too rash for us to jump to such a hasty conclusion. In fact, all the subject positions of the so-called control structures illustrated above can be lexicalized under certain conditions to be specified shortly. Consider the following sentences: From the above examples, we can see that the subject positions of all the so-called nonfinite clauses can be lexicalized if some adverbial phrases are inserted between the matrix predicates and the embedded predicates, contra many linguists' claims (cf. Huang 1998 Huang [1982 Huang ], 1984 Huang , 1987 Huang , 1989 Y.-H. A. Li 1985 Y.-H. A. Li , 1990 C.-C. Tang 1990; Ernst 1994; T.-C. Tang 2000) . Thus, we can conclude that the constraint on the occurrence of a lexical NP in the subject position of the so-called nonfinite clauses is not a restrictive syntactic constraint since it can be relaxed under certain conditions, especially when the embedded subject need not be anaphoric to the matrix subject. Intuitively, the persuade-type verbs do share some semantic properties the tell-type verbs don't have, and vice versa. But these semantic properties are not grammaticalized. In particular, their distinction is not formally distinguished by the obligatory presence or absence of a subject in the embedded clause.
In fact, for any verb from the list of verbs cited in note 3 as taking a nonfinite clause, we can always make a grammatical sentence with an overt embedded subject. There is one word, the reflexive ziji, that can always replace the PRO. This is because the constraints of the so-called persuade-type verbs are lexical-semantic rather than syntactic. For those who endeavor to maintain the finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese, it may be argued that ziji is used as an adverbial, meaning 'by oneself ', in such cases. However, (32c) shows that the coordinate expression laopo, ziji he erzi 'wife, self and son' cannot be taken as an adverbial,13 and it has to be interpreted as the embedded subject. We think that the obligatory nullness of the subject of the embedded clause subcategorized by the persuade-type verbs is lexicosemantically motivated since its reference is determined by the lexicosemantics of the verbs involved. For example, the lexical meaning of persuade is such that the agent realized as the subject of the embedded clause must be identical to the persuaded person. Therefore, it can only be the reflexive or an empty category coreferential with that person. Any other overt NP that is interpreted as a different person will violate the semantic constraint imposed by the lexical meaning.
Of course, those who favor the abstract finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese may argue (though no one has ever made such an argument) that all these persuade-type verbs discussed above can actually subcategorize for both a finite and a nonfinite clause. However, this claim makes the finite vs. nonfinite distinction exactly fit the observed facts and is, in effect, just a restatement of the observations: if the subject of the embedded clause is covert, then the clause is nonfinite; if the subject of the embedded clause is overt, then the clause is finite. Since this kind of analysis cannot make any prediction and is thus anemic and lacking explanatory power, it must be rejected. What is at issue here is that there is no morphological evidence in Chinese to mark the finite vs. nonfinite distinction, and the obligatory nullness of the subjects of the embedded clauses subcategorized for by the persuade-type verbs is often implicitly regarded as a piece of independent evidence to suggest the existence of nonfinite clauses in Chinese. If the persuade-type verbs can also subcategorize for clauses with overt subjects, the original claim is not valid that there is a distinction between a nonfinite clause and a finite clause taking verbs, and thus we cannot use these verbs as evidence for the existence of the finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese. Hence, some other independent evidence must be sought for if one wants to defend the finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese.14 Furthermore, the examples in (30)-(33) demonstrate that, when an adverbial phrase occurs in the embedded clause, an overt pronoun can be used as the embedded subject. We want to claim that it is not the finite vs. nonfinite distinction that allows the use of overt pronouns in the embedded clauses with the persuade-type verbs, but the relative prominence of the NPs in the sentence that allows the use of overt pronouns in the relevant sentences. We think that the adverbial phrase that intervenes between an overt pronoun and its antecedent can change the prominence of the antecedent. For instance, in the following sentence the pronoun cannot refer to the quantifier: (34) *Meigeren i na-zou le tade i shu. everyone take-away ASP his book 'Everyone has taken away his book.' However, if an adverbial phrase intervenes between the quantifier and the pronoun, the pronoun can refer to the quantifier:
cong wo zher na-zou le tade i shu. everyone from I here take-away ASP his book 'Everyone has taken his book away from me.'
The above contrast shows that the interpretation of a pronoun is regulated by an obviation principle, which stipulates that an overt pronoun tends to be obviative from the closest prominent NP. (34) is ungrammatical because it violates this principle. In (35), when an intervening adverbial phrase is inserted between the quantifier and the pronoun, the sentence becomes grammatical since the quantifier is no longer the closest prominent NP. The pronoun wo 'I' contained in the adverbial phrase in (35) is an intervening NP that reduces the prominence of the quantifier. The sentences in (30)-(33) can be accounted for in the same way. In these sentences, the overt pronoun subjects of the embedded clauses must also be obviative from the closest prominent NP, that is, their obligatory controllers. When an adverbial phrase is introduced, the obviation principle is satisfied since the obligatory binder of the pronoun is no longer the closest prominent NP. Although some adverbial phrases in (30)-(33) do not contain an overt intervening NP, they contain an implicit NP argument since an adverbial phrase can be analyzed into either a subjectoriented or an object-oriented predicate that contains an implicit argument, and this argument is the closest NP that makes the matrix subject in question less close and less prominent and hence can be the antecedent of the overt pronoun. Notice that, no matter what the intervening adverbial phrase is analyzed into, it cannot change the basic structure of the sentence. If a sentence is a nonfinite clause, it cannot be changed into a finite one after an adverbial phrase is introduced as an adjunct.
Long-distance passivization
As observed by Huang (forthcoming), Chinese passives, quite unlike English passives, can exhibit ''unbounded'' dependency.
(36) a.
Zhangsan bei Lisi pai jingcha zhua-zou le. BEI send police arrest ASP *'Zhangsan was ''sent-police-to-arrest'' by Lisi.' b. neifeng xin bei wo jiao Lisi qing Wangwu tuo ta that letter BEI I tell ask request his meimei ji-zou le. sister send ASP *'That letter was ''told-LS-to-ask-WW-get-his-sister-to-send'' by me.' Huang (forthcoming) claims that a peculiar property associated with unbounded dependency in such constructions is that the structure to be passivized must be nonfinite and nonpropositional (must contain controlled PROs), as shown below in (37), which is taken from Huang (forthcoming): (37) (37) and (38) demonstrate that the object of the complement clause after a persuade-type verb can have long-distance (LD) passivization, while the object of the complement clause after a tell-type verb cannot. Therefore, it seems that it is the finiteness that constitutes a barrier to LD passivization, according to Huang. However, we think that the finiteness condition (FC ) is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for LD passivization. What prevents the object of the complement clause in (37) from LD passivization, in fact, is not the barrierhood of the so-called finiteness but some other factors. FC is not a sufficient condition, because not all of the objects of the so-called nonfinite predicates can be passivized:
(39) a. Zhangsan dasuan da Lisi Zhangsan plan beat Lisi 'Zhangsan planned to beat Lisi.' b. *Lisi bei Zhangsan dasuan da BEI plan beat 'Lisi was planned by Zhangsan to beat.'
The above examples show that passivization is constrained by the lexical semantics of the predicate to be passivized. Hence, not all control verbs can be passivized.
(40) a. wo shuo guo zhe jian shi.
I say ASP this CL thing 'I have said this.' b. *zhe jian shi bei wo shuo guo.
this CL thing BEI I say ASP 'This has been said by me.'
In fact, many of the so-called control verbs cited in Huang (1998 Huang ( [1982 Huang ( ], 1984 Huang ( , 1987 Huang ( , 1989 and Y.-H. A. Li (1985 (44). Notice that jueding is a noncontrol verb according to Huang (1987) , since its complement clause can have a lexical subject, as shown in (43) Verbs like xuanbu 'announce, declare', zhengming 'prove', and renwei 'think' are also tell-type verbs if the possibility of taking an overt subject in the embedded clause is a diagnostic for finiteness, as these verbs can be followed by clauses with overt subjects. However, pace Huang (forthcoming), they also allow LD passivization.
(45) a. Zhexie fanren bei fating xuanbu guanya 15 nian.
these criminals BEI court announce prison 15 years 'It was announced by the court that these criminals were to be imprisoned for 15 years.' b. Zhe tiao yuanze yijing duoci bei shishi zhengming this CL principle already many-times BEI facts prove renhe suowei de fanli dou nanyi tuifan any so-called MM counterexample all difficult refute 'It has been proved by many facts that this principle can hardly be refuted by any so-called counterexamples.' c. Zhege houxuanren bei dajia yizhi renwei this candidate BEI everybody unanimously think jihu mei ren hui xuan. almost no one will elect 'This candidate is unanimously considered that almost nobody will elect him.'
From the above discussion, we can see that tell-type verbs do allow LD passivization. What determines the possible occurrence of LD passivization is not the finite vs. nonfinite distinction or FC, but the lexical semantics of the verbs involved. In fact, the objects of the so-called finite embedded predicates can sometimes undergo LD passivization if both the matrix and the embedded predicates are passivized and if there is no violation of the lexical-semantic constraints of the verbs to be passivized. Consider the following:
(46) Zhangsan yizhi bei renwei zao zai san nian qian jiu always BEI think early at three year before already bei jingcha zhua-zou le. BEI police arrest ASP *'Zhangsan was thought to be arrested by the police as early as three years ago.'
(46) demonstrates that, if the predicate of the complement clause is passivized, then the subject of the so-called finite clause may also undergo LD passivization. If there really exists a finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese, we would not expect the object of a finite clause to undergo LD passivization even when the predicate of this finite clause is passivized.
On the basis of the facts observed above, we claim that the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (38) does not result from the finiteness of the construction that bans LD passivization, but from the lexical semantics of the verbs that disallow passivization. The above examples show that only some of the persuade-type and tell-type verbs allow LD passivization. Therefore, it is useless to use long-distance passivization to test the finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese.
C.-C. Tang's criteria
C.-C. Tang (1990) proposes the following eight criteria to distinguish finiteness from nonfiniteness: (i) the occurrence of obligatory empty subject in the nonfinite clause; (ii) the occurrence of modal auxiliaries; (iii) the occurrence of aspectual markers; (iv) the interpretation of wh words; (v) the V-not-V question test; (vii) the cleft-sentence test; (vii) the constraint on the occurrence of certain wh words; and (viii) embedded topicalization. Among these eight criteria, the first three have been discussed in the above sections. Now, we examine the rest.
According to C.-C. Tang's fourth criterion, there is a difference with respect to the interpretation of a wh word. A finite clause containing a wh word may be interpreted as an indirect or direct question, whereas a nonfinite clause containing a wh word always receives a direct-question interpretation. This can be illustrated by the following sentences taken from C.-C. Tang (1990: 331) : (47) However, C.-C. Tang's test is not reliable since there are some so-called finite verbs that cannot be followed by indirect questions, either. For example, (47b) can only be interpreted as a direct question, but the verb yiwei 'think' in (47b) is classified as a finite verb. If we use the abovementioned criterion to test this verb, it should be classified as a nonfinite verb instead.
C.-C. Tang's fifth criterion states that the V-not-V question can occur in the finite clause, whereas it is not allowed to occur in the nonfinite clause (C.-C. Tang Ni juede [ta hui-bu-hui qu]? you think he will not will go 'Do you think he will come, or do you think he will not come?' b. *Ni shefa [e qu-bu-qu]?
you try e go not go 'Do you try to go or not?' Although the above two specific sentences demonstrate a distinction in forming a V-not-V question, it is not reliable to use the V-not-V question test to support the distinction in general since we can easily find counterexamples in which a V-not-V question occurs after a so-called nonfinite verb, as shown below:
(50) Nimen dasuan jinwan hai shui-bu-shui jiao? you plan tonight EMP sleep-not-sleep sleep 'Do you plan to sleep or not tonight?'
In fact, C.-C. Tang (1990: 380-381) herself also realizes that V-not-V questions can be allowed in the so-called nonfinite clauses. She suggests that the unacceptability of (49b) be explained by a semantic condition. However, no matter what results in the unacceptability of (49b), one thing is clear: V-not-V questions cannot distinguish finiteness from nonfiniteness.
C.-C. Tang's (1990: 332) sixth criterion stipulates that the so-called cleft sentences marked by shi can only occur in finite clauses:
(51) a.
Wo shuo [ta shi jintian keyi lai ]. I say he EMP today can come 'It is today that I said that he can come.' b. *Ta bi wo [e shi mai fangzi]. he force I e EMP buy house However, in the following sentence, a cleft construction is also found in a so-called nonfinite clause:
(52) a. Wo yuan dasuan shi ziji qinzi qu qing ni lai I originally plan EMP self personally go invite you come gei haizi cha-yi-cha bingqing. for child have-a-check illness. 'I planned to go to your place in person to invite you to come and examine the child's illness.' b. Wo yuan zhunbei shi he ni yige ren qu. I originally prepare EMP with you one person go 'I plan to go with you only.' c. Wo qing ni shi chi wufan, bu shi chi wanfan.
I invite you EMP eat lunch not EMP eat dinner 'I invite you to lunch, not dinner.'
The grammaticality of (52) demonstrates that the cleft construction can also occur in a so-called nonfinite clause. Therefore, it is not reliable to use the cleft construction to test the finite vs. nonfinite distinction. C.-C. Tang's (1990: 332) seventh criterion concerns the constraint on the occurrence of wh words. She claims that finite clauses may contain who (as a subject), what (as an object), how, where, when, and why, whereas nonfinite clauses may only have how, where, when, and what. The following sentences are taken from C.-C. Tang (1990: 332-333 The ungrammaticality of(54b) is expected since the lexical semantics of the verb shefa 'try' requires that the subject of the embedded clause corefer with the matrix subject. If the matrix subject of (54b) is replaced by a plural pronoun nimen 'you', the sentence will be acceptable since in this case shui 'who' is interpreted as one of nimen 'you'. The following sentence shows that shui can also occur as the subject of the so-called nonfinite clause:
(55) Nimen zhunbei [shui qu]? you prepare who go 'who of you plan to go?'
The unacceptability of (53b) does not result from the constraint on the occurrence of weishenme 'why' in the so-called nonfinite clause, but from the fact that one can hardly imagine a situation in which this sentence can be made sensible. In fact, not all the tell-type verbs can select a clause that cooccurs with weishenme:
(56) a. *Wo xiangxin ta weishenme bu neng lai.
I believe he why not can come *'I believe why he cannot come.' b. *Ni yiwei ta weishenme bu neng lai? you think he why not can come *'Do you think why he cannot come?' c. *Shibing jueding weishenme zhandou? soldiers decide why fight *'The soldiers decide why to fight?'
From the above examples, we can see that many so-called finite verbs cannot be followed by an embedded clause containing weishenme 'why', and thus it is not the finite vs. nonfinite distinction but the lexical semantics of the matrix verbs that determines the cooccurrence of verbs and weishenme. If we use the occurrence of weishenme to test the finite vs. nonfinite distinction, the embedded clauses in the above examples would be classified as nonfinite clauses, which is a result not expected by C.-C.Tang.
The last of C.-C. Tang's (1990) eight criteria is that local topicalization of the object is allowed only in finite clauses. This is illustrated by the following examples taken from C.-C. Tang (1990: 333-334 . I prepare from-now-on this CL book e more read some 'I plan to read more of this kind of book from now on.' Even C.-C. Tang (1990: 386) herself acknowledges that there are sentences in Chinese in which embedded topics are allowed in the so-called nonfinite clauses. The following two sentences are taken from C.-C. Tang (1990: 385-386 he plan that one-CL book e tomorrow buy 'He plans to buy that book tomorrow.' Although C.-C. Tang (1990) has devised many ad hoc criteria to verify the existence of the finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese, none of them can make a clear and valid distinction. In fact, C.-C. Tang's arguments are methodologically faulty. If one successfully shows that all the members of set A have property P and no members of set B have it, one can claim to have found P as a criterion to distinguish A from B. If some but not all members of A have P, then either the partition is incorrect or P is not a proper criterion. C.-C. Tang lists as many as nine criteria, but they contradict each other. Some group the so-called finite verbs into nonfinite verbs, while others group the so-called nonfinite verbs into finite verbs. For instance, the more general criterion is the one used to distinguish finites and nonfinites in other languages, namely, overt versus null subject in the embedded clauses, but this criterion will group all the Finite vs. nonfinite in Chinese 1143 so-called nonfinite verbs into finite ones, as shown in section 5. Each of C.-C. Tang's criteria involves some semantic property and partitions off some verbs from others. But they make different partitions. Thus Tang fails to convince us that there exists a grammatical distinction between finites and nonfinites in Chinese.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have argued that the so-called finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese is more apparent than real. Those linguists favoring such a distinction try to show that there is a systematic syntactic distinction between the persuade-type verbs and the tell-type verbs and that this distinction is identical with the finite-nonfinite distinction. However, they fail to show that the distinction between these two types of verb is not lexical-semantic but syntactic in nature, and they also fail to demonstrate that the distinction between these two types of verb is identical with the finite-nonfinite distinction. To establish the syntactic distinction between these two types of verb, they should give evidence to show that all the members of the tell-type verbs have syntactic properties that no members of the persuade-type verbs have. They fail to do that. In this paper, we have shown that, while no members of the persuade type have certain properties discussed, for example, by C.-C. Tang (1990) , some tell-type verbs also do not have these properties. In such a case, when we find that it is impossible for some properties to occur in a sentence S, how can we know whether S is finite or nonfinite?
Must a verb have all the properties of persuade-type verbs to be qualified as a member of this type? If it is only required to have some of them, they are grouping verbs by their family resemblance. Then these are lexical-semantic groups, not syntactic subcategories. In this case, the more criteria they add, the harder for them to defend. They will have to delete a verb from the list of persuade-type verbs if a counterexample is found for one of the criteria. The list will become shorter and shorter. The worst thing is that, if none of the verbs has these properties, the list will be reduced to nil. This is indeed the case. For example, any of the persuade-type verbs can take a clause with an overt subject.
Even if those linguists favoring the finite-nonfinite distinction could establish the distinction between these two types of verb, they have not shown that such a distinction is identical with the finite-nonfinite distinction. They have only considered object clauses. Can their criteria be applied to other clauses as well? For instance, can an adverbial clause of reason be an A-not-A question? Consider the following sentence:
(61) *ta bu gaoxing yinwei ni da-bu-daying ta?
he not happy because you agree-not-agree he *'He is not happy because you agree or not agree to his request?' Huang's (1982) doctoral dissertation. 2. In a recent discussion of long-distance passives in Chinese, Huang (forthcoming) claims that long-distance passivization is allowed only when the structure involved is nonfinite and nonpropositional and that it must contain controlled PROs. 3. In Y.-H. A. Li's (1985 terminology, the two types of verb are termed tell-type verbs and persuade-type verbs, respectively. What follows is a list of all the verbs cited by Huang (1998 ], 1984 , 1987 , 1991 ), Y.-H. A. Li (1985 , Ernst (1994) , and Gasde and Paul (1996) as belonging to the group called the persuade-type verbs (control verbs): shefa 'try', zhunbei 'prepare', dasuan 'plan', 'xiang 'wish', qitu 'intend', ganyu 'dare', quan 'persuade' bi 'force', poshi 'force', yaoqiu 'request', mingling 'order', qing 'invite/request' shi 'cause', pai 'send', jiao 'tell'. We will use these verbs in our discussion in the paper. 4. A reviewer questions whether you is an aspect marker. Here, we follow Huang's (1998 Huang's ( [1982 ) analysis. According to Huang, you is an aspect marker since it is a variant of le.
We use the following abbreviations in this paper (ii) wo quan/bi ta yiding yao jie yan I persuade/force he certainly must stop cigarette 'I persuaded/forced him that he must stop smoking.' Based upon the above facts, Y.-H. A. Li (1985) argues that only the modals that have become tense markers can provide evidence for distinguishing finiteness from nonfiniteness. 6. Y.-H. A. Li (1990: 22) claims that ''future tense markers (such as hui and yao) can occur in finite but not nonfinite clauses.'' 7. In fact, in some marginal cases hui can also occur in the so-called nonfinite clauses.
Consider the following sentence:
(i) ?Ni shi-bu-shi dasuan yihou zai zhege wenti shang hai hui you yes-not-yes plan after at this problem on still will weinan Xiaoming? make-things-difficult-for 'Do you plan to make things difficult for Xiaoming on this problem next time?' 8. That is why yao in (i) can be modified by a short adverb kuai meaning 'soon' whereas hui in (ii) cannot be modified by it, as illustrated below:
(i) Zhangsan kuai yao lai le. Zhangsan soon will lai SFM 'Zhangsan will come soon.' (ii) *Zhangsan kuai hui lai le. Zhangsan soon will come SFM 'Zhangsan will come soon.' 9. The corpus here refers to the CTB (Chinese Text Base Management System) corpus constructed in the Department of Chinese, Translation and Linguistics of the City University of Hong Kong, which contains journal articles, novels, prose, etc., and has 20,000,000 Chinese characters.
10. It seems that congqian 'before' is an adverbial of duration. In the following sentences, (ia) can be made acceptable if an adverb like changchang 'often' is added, as shown in (ib):
(i) a. *Ta congqian gaosu women bu yao chouyan. he before tell us not will smoke 'He told us not to smoke before.' b. Ta congqian changchang gaosu women bu yao chouyan.
he before often tell us not will smoke 'He often told us not to smoke before.'
Notice that (12b) cannot be saved by adding changchang 'often' because it makes no sense to tell people repeatedly that you have come here. We assume that the constraint on the use of congqian may be expressed in terms of habituality, but we realize that there are some technical problems that we cannot solve at present if we resort to the notion of habituality to describe the constraint. Therefore, we leave it for future research. 11. Renhe 'any' has two readings in Chinese. One is the polarity-sensitive (PS) reading, and the other is the free-choice (FC ) reading. Renhe used in our examples is a PS renhe since the sentence would be ungrammatical without the negator meiyou.
(i) *wo tingshuo [Zhangsan xihuan-shang renhe guniang] I hear begin-to-like any girl *'I heard that Zhangsan had fallen in love with any girl.' 12. According to Chomsky and Lasnik (1993) , PRO can have a null case. For arguments against the null case analysis of PRO, see Hornstein (1999) . 13. A reviewer points out that a reflexive can always be used as an emphatic expression in Chinese ( like he/himself ), and it can be that a reflexive is used as an emphatic expression and occurs with a PRO, not replacing a PRO. He argues that, when the relevant data are interpreted in this manner, the so-called counterexamples are no longer counterexamples. Obviously, this reviewer does not pay the necessary attention to our analysis of(32c). We have already shown in the paper that it is impossible to treat ziji as an emphatic expression ( like PRO ziji) in (32c). Notice that in (32c) ziji is conjoined with laopo 'wife' and erzi 'son', and thus must have the same syntactic status as these two conjoined NPs. In this case, it is impossible for it to be treated as an emphatic adverbial since different syntactic categories cannot be conjoined together. Notice that in (32c) the whole conjoined phrase functions as the subject of the so-called nonfinite clause, and in this case, whether ziji is treated as an emphatic expression is irrelevant. According to the other reviewer, a sentence like (i) is acceptable:
(i) wo dasuan wo yige ren lai. I plan I one person come 'I plan to come alone'.
In (i) it is impossible to treat wo yige ren 'I alone' as an emphatic expression that occurs with a PRO because the pronoun wo 'I' is in its overt form. In fact, we can also find sentences like (ii) in which ziji occurs with an overt pronominal subject in a so-called nonfinite clause:
(ii) wo dasuan wo ziji lai.
I plan I self come 'I plan to come by myself.'
In (ii) the nonfinite clause has an overt subject wo ziji 'I myself ', and there is no way to say that ziji occurs with a PRO in (ii) since the pronoun is overtly realized. 14. A reviewer points out that a verb can be ambiguous with respect to its subcategorization requirement. He illustrates his point with the English verb expect, which allows both John expects Bill to win and John expects that Bill will win. Hence, simply showing that a lexical NP can appear as the subject of an embedded clause of a verb does not mean that the verb cannot take a nonfinite clause as its complement, according to the reviewer. In fact, in the paper we have already pointed out that it is possible for all the persuade-type verbs to subcategorize for both a finite and a nonfinite clause, but this possibility can only further support our view that there is no distinction between finiteness and nonfiniteness. In English, the finite vs. nonfinite distinction can be made on the basis of morphology. However, in Chinese there is no morphological evidence to mark the distinction. If the persuade-type verbs can also take finite clauses with overt subjects, then there is no way to make a formal distinction between persuade-type verbs and tell-type verbs with respect to the realization of the overt subjects of their complement clauses, since tell-type verbs can also take clauses with nonovert subjects. Consequently, the finite vs. nonfinite distinction made on the basis of the permissible/ impermissible realization of the overt subjects of the complement clauses selected by these two types of verb will also naturally vanish. Since there is no morphological marking that can be used to distinguish finiteness from nonfinitenss in Chinese, one has to seek other independent evidence to support his claim if he wants to maintain such a distinction in Chinese without resort to different subcategorization requirements of these two types of verbs. But, so far as we know, there is no such evidence. 15. For those who favor such a finite vs. nonfinite distinction in Chinese, of course, they may argue that even though all the criteria devised so far fail to make a distinction between finiteness and nonfiniteness in Chinese, there might still exist such a distinction, since Chinese might use some quite different methods, unknown to us at present, to distinguish finiteness from nonfiniteness. However, the burden of proof will reside with those who make such a claim.
